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04/25/12 — With less than a
month to go before its release,
fans of the bestselling Diablo
franchise are counting out the
days before they get their hands
on the latest installment in Diablo
III. Blizzard Entertainment
announced the May 15, 2012
release months ago and gamers of the MMORPG genre are excited to test
out a new outlook into the world of Sanctuary. While the game developers
retained some of the familiar aspects, they also added in a couple new
features to cater both the new and veteran fans of the game. One of the new
additions can be found within the selection of character classes. The
returning Barbarian will be joined in the ranks by the Wizard, Witch Doctor,
Monk and Demon Hunter.
If the Barbarian’s carnage in front of the battle line suits your playing style,
Killer Guides Diablo 3 Barbarian leveling Guide will show you how to
properly harness that power and quickly rise up the ranks amongst your
peers. The guide provides information on how to level up faster by knowing
which missions and quests gives out the most experience points and which
monsters and bosses drops the most bounty. Be able to confidently know
your way around Sanctuary without having to grind out meaningless quests
for a meager amount of gold. Plus, be aware of battle strategies needed to
conquer powerful enemies whether by solo or group

battle. Never more do you have to wonder why
you keep dying on a certain level while
everyone else survives.
The guide also details out the armor and
equipment you need to use during certain
battles. Either wielding a sword, axe, or
hammer, be sure to know which weapon is
most effective when confronting groups of enemies or a single powerful boss.
Some weapons needed to be handled by both hands while other weapons
are light enough that you can carry a blade on each hand. Axes, daggers,
maces, swords and spears are part of the arsenal of the Barbarian’s
weaponry which the guide breaks down in simple terms each of its
usefulness. Plus, be aware of which armor to equip yourself with when going
into battle. Some armor provides mobility line with small pockets to hide extra
weapons while other armors are strong enough to stop a killing blow though
it sacrifices movement. Such important knowledge will determine your
lifespan in battle.
The Diablo 3 Barbarian Guide not only gives an extensive review on combat
strategies and weaponry but they also provide info on the fastest way to
accumulate gold. Written by veteran gamers, they’ve gathered enough
information to locate the best source for gold without the need to grind out
hours roaming around. Moreover, all future updates on the guide are free. A
notification will be sent which you can then download from your account.
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About the author:
Killer Guides specializes in profiling online gaming guides within the
MMORPG genre. Follow their latest online guide of Diablo 3. Specializing in
MMO's, Killer Guides has been a long time player in publishing unofficial
strategy guides since the year 2006. The site includes numerous famous
titles and spans throughout 200 and more leveling, currency, and class
guides. Their collection includes World of Warcraft, Star Wars: The Old
Republic, Aion Online and their newest addition Diablo 3. Please note that
the company is in no way affiliated to Blizzard Entertainment.
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